
1) Toilettes: Self contained, self cleaning, unisex, public toilets are available free of cost. 

2) Medical assistance: Social security card facility available for all working as well as 

nonworking citizens. The specific amount from the salary is deduced every month and added 

to the medical insurance account. Specific card is given to all the dependant family members 

who are added on the same account and all of them are given the medical treatment at very 

lower cost. The card is having specific number just like ATM card. For getting treatment at 

this lower cost you should have the card. For more information please refer -

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health_care_in_France 

3) Specific consultancy fees of Doctors: in France, The doctors are allowed to charge 23 euros 

from the patient who don’t have the Social security card. The persons with the card get 70% 

money back out of 23 euros.  

4) Special tracks for Bus, Cycle and pedestrians: Here we could see the special tracks for bus, 

cycle and footpaths for pedestrians on every road and highways. The cars and bikes are not 

allowed to enter these tracks. Because of this system, the buses are always in time, people 

can use cycle without any fear of accident by car or bus. Here Preference is given for Cyclist 

and Pedestrians during crossing roads. 

5) Strict rules for Drivers: In France for getting valid driving license the fees is very high and the 

driver gets specific credit points,If anybody is observed braking the rules, he was noticed by 

RTO and points are deduced from his credits and if all the points are deduced, the person is 

asked to make new licenece again. Here we can see CCTV cameras on every signal which 

records all the vehicles, seat belt is compulsory for everybody in car, helmet is compulsory 

for bike riders as well as for cyclists also.  

6) Pôle emploi (in English employment centre) is a French governmental agency which registers 

unemployed people, helps them find jobs suitable to there educational qualifications and 

provides them with financial aid. 

7) Proper maintenance of Metro, trains, buses and all stations everyday.  

8) No smoking zones and strict actions against the smokers in that zone. 

9) Metros and city buses are operated by same agency, so they offer travelling on same ticket 

or pass in both. Once you punched your ticket you can travel for next 1-1.30 hour on the 

same ticket in any bus or on any line of metro.  

10)  Free of cost newspapers are also available on every metro station everyday.   

11) Street lights are operated by solar energy.  

 


